NAVAL MESSAGE

CONFIDENTIAL

NAVY DEPARTMENT

TO CTF 81

INFO CTG 81.1

CTE 81.1.3.1

CNO

CINCLANTFLT

CONFIDENTIAL

A. PURPLE 20 OCT
B. CHARLIE 16
C. 241730Z 242048Z 242330Z 250352Z

Z. WX: GAVU SS O CALM.

1. COMM GOOD 8975 V USE PRI 4717 V USB SEC.

2. NO MERCHANTS RIGGED.

3. A/C WAS ASH 1 AND LAUNCHED TO PROSECUTE C-18. A/C RELIEVED LP-1 ON STATION AND AT 242119Z TWO CREW MEMBERS OBSERVED A VISUAL SNORKEL OR PERISCOPE AT 25-20N 63-25W. SUBMARINE SUBMERGED IMMEDIATELY AND NO PHOTO’S OBTAINED. TASK GROUP 136.2 A/C ENTERED AREA AT 242228Z AND OBTAINED MADMAN AT 242257Z SURFACE UNITS OF CTG 136.2 ENTERED AREA. A/C DEPARTED STATION AT 242330Z.
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